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hc

qThe Planck Mass is
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hG

q
The Planck Length

The Compton (i.e. quantum)
wavelength

equals the Schwarzschild
radius

when m = mPl

lC = 2ùmc
h

lS ù c2
Gm

is the smallest possible length.
Here h is Planck’s constant
h = 6.626068 _ 10-34 m2 kg / s

= 1.6 × 10-33 cm

= 2.2 × 10-5 g
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Material Reality
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
BBN was conceived by Gamow in 1946 as an explanation for the formation of all the elements, but
the absence of any stable nuclei with A=5,8 makes it impossible for BBN to proceed past Li.  The
formation of carbon and heavier elements occurs instead through the triple-α process in the centers of
red giants (Burbage2, Fowler, & Hoyle).  At the BBN baryon density of 2×10-29 Ωb h2 (T/T0)3 g cm-3 ≈
2 ×10-5 g cm-3, the probability of the triple-α process is negligible even though T ≈ 109K.

Thermal equilibrium between n and p is maintained by weak interactions, which keeps n/p = exp(-Q/T)
(where Q = mn–mp = 1.293 MeV) until about t ≈ 1 s.  But because the neutrino mean free time
tν-1

 ≈ σν ne±
 
 ≈ (GFT)2(T3) is increasing as tν ∝T-5 (here the Fermi constant GF ≈10-5 GeV-2), while the

horizon size is increasing only as tH ≈ (Gρ)-1/2 ≈ MPl T-2 , these interactions freeze out when T drops
below about 0.8 MeV.  This leaves n/(p+n) ≈ 0.14.  The neutrons then decay with a mean lifetime 887 ±
2 s until they are mostly fused into D and then 4He.  The higher the baryon density, the higher the final
abundance of 4He and the lower the abundance of D that survives this fusion process.  Since D/H is so
sensitive to baryon density, David Schramm called deuterium the “baryometer.” He and his colleagues
also pointed out that since the horizon size increases more slowly with T-1 the larger the number of light
neutrino species Nν contributing to the energy density  ρ, BBN predicted that Nν ≈ 3 before Nν was
measured at accelerators by measuring the width of the Z0.  Latest (Cyburt et al. 2005): 2.67<Nν<3.85 .
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Boltzmann Equation

In the absence of
interactions (rhs=0)
n1 falls as a-3 + bosons

- fermions

Dodelson (3.1)

We will typically be interested in T>> E-µ (where µ is the chemical potential).  In this limit, the exponential
in the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distributions is much larger than the ±1 in the denominator,  so that

and the last line of the Boltzmann equation above simplifies to

The number densities are given by .   For our applications, i’s are



If the reaction rate                is much larger than the expansion rate (~ H), then the {} on the rhs must vanish.
This is called chemical equilibrium in the context of the early universe, nuclear statistical equilibrium
(NSE) in the context of Big Bang nucleosynthesis, and the Saha equation when discussing recombination
of electrons and protons to form neutral hydrogen.







Ken Kawano’s (1992) BBN code is available at
http://www-thphys.physics.ox.ac.uk/users/SubirSarkar/bbn.html
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BBN
Predicted

vs.
Measured

Abundance
s of D, 3He,
4He, and 7Li

BBN predictions are
from Burles, Nollett,
& Turner 2001

D/H is from Kirkman,
Tytler, Suzuki,
O’Meara, & Lubin
2004, giving
Ωbh

2=0.0214±0.0020

Olive, Steigman, Skillman 1997

Izotov & Thuan 1998

Bania, Rood, Balser 2002

Ryan et al 2000

WMAP         WMAP (Spergel
et al. 2003) says that
Ωbh

2=0.0224±0.0009
(with their running
spectral index model)

7Li IS NOW
DISCORDANT

Izotov & Thuan 2004:
Ωbh2=0.012±0.0025

Olive & Skillman 2004: big uncertainties



Kirkman, Tytler, Suzuki, O’Meara, & Lubin 2004

Deuterium absorption at redshift 2.525659 towards Q1243+3047

The detection of Deuterium and the
modeling of this system seem
convincing.  This is just a portion of the
evidence that the Tytler group
presented in this paper.  They have
similarly convincing evidence for several
other Lyman alpha clouds in quasar
spectra.



Izotov & Thuan 2004

Determination of primordial He4 abundance Yp by linear regression

Y = M(4He)/M(baryons), Primordial Y ≡ Yp = zero intercept
Note: BBN plus D/H ⇒ Yp = 0.247± 0.001



Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 063524 

See also “Supergravity with a Gravitino LSP”
Jonathan L. Feng, Shufang Su, Fumihiro Takayama
Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 075019

The Li abundance disagreement with BBN 
may indicate new physics



(Re)combination: e- + p  H
As long as e- + p  H remains in equilibrium, the condition

=  0     with 1 = e-, 2 = p, 3 = H, ensures that 

Neutrality ensures np = ne.  Defining the free electron fraction

the equation above becomes , which

is known as the Saha equation.  When T ~ ε, the rhs ~ 1015, so Xe is very close to 1 and
very little recombination has yet occurred.  As T drops, the free electron fraction also drops,
and as it approaches 0 equilibrium cannot be maintained.  To follow the freezeout of the
electron fraction, it is necessary to use the Boltzmann equation

ε = 13.6 eV



Dodelson, Modern Cosmology, p. 72

photon decoupling



Dodelson, Modern Cosmology, p. 76

Dark Matter Annihilation



Dark Matter Annihilation
The abundance today of dark matter particles X of the WIMP variety is determined by
their survival of annihilation in the early universe.   Supersymmetric neutralinos can
annihilate with each other (and sometimes with other particles: “co-annihilation”).
Dark matter annihilation follows the same pattern as the previous discussions: initially
the abundance of dark matter particles X is given by the equilibrium Boltzmann
exponential exp(-mX/T), but as they start to disappear they have trouble finding each
other and eventually their number density freezes out.  The freezeout process can be
followed using the Boltzmann equation, as discussed in Kolb and Turner, Dodelson,
and other textbooks.  For a detailed discussion of Susy WIMPs, see the review article
by Jungman, Kamionkowski, and Griest (1996).  The result is that the abundance
today of WIMPs X is given in most cases by (Dodelson’s Eqs. 3.59-60)

Here xf ≈ 10 is the ratio of mX to the freezeout temperature Tf, and g*(mX) ≈ 100 is the
density of states factor in the expression for the energy density of the universe when the
temperature equals mX

The sum is over relativistic species i (see the graph of g(T) on the next slide).  Note that
more X’s survive, the weaker the cross section σ.  For Susy WIMPs the natural values
are σ ~ 10-39 cm2, so ΩX ≈ 1 naturally.





Supersymmetry is the basis of most attempts, such
as superstring theory, to go beyond the current
“Standard Model” of particle physics.  Heinz Pagels
and Joel Primack pointed out in a 1982 paper that
the lightest supersymmetric partner particle is stable
because of R-parity, and is thus a good candidate
for the dark matter particles – weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs).

Michael Dine and others pointed out that the axion,
a particle needed to save the strong interactions
from violating CP symmetry, could also be the dark
matter particle.  Searches for both are underway.



Supersymmetric WIMPs
When the British physicist Paul Dirac first combined Special Relativity with quantum
mechanics, he found that this predicted that for every ordinary particle like the electron,
there must be another particle with the opposite electric charge – the anti-electron
(positron).  Similarly, corresponding to the proton there must be an anti-proton.
Supersymmetry appears to be required to combine General Relativity (our modern theory
of space, time, and gravity) with the other forces of nature (the electromagnetic, weak,
and strong interactions).  The consequence is another doubling of the number of particles,
since supersymmetry predicts that for every particle that we now know, including the
antiparticles, there must be another, thus far undiscovered particle with the same electric
charge but with spin differing by half a unit.
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after doubling



Supersymmetric WIMPs, continued

Spin is a fundamental property of elementary particles.  Matter
particles like electrons and quarks (protons and neutrons are
each made up of three quarks) have spin _, while force
particles like photons, W,Z, and gluons have spin 1.  The
supersymmetric partners of electrons and quarks are called
selectrons and squarks, and they have spin 0.  The
supersymmetric partners of the force particles are called the
photino, Winos, Zino, and gluinos, and they have spin _, so
they might be matter particles.  The lightest of these particles
might be the photino.  Whichever is lightest should be stable,
so it is a natural candidate to be the dark matter WIMP.
Supersymmetry does not predict its mass, but it must be more
than 50 times as massive as the proton since it has not yet
been produced at accelerators.  But it will be soon, if it exists!



The only experimental evidence
for supersymmetry is that
running of coupling constants in
the Standard Model does not lead
to Grand Unification (of the
weak,  electromagnetic, and
strong interactions)

while with supersymmetry the
three couplings all do come
together at a scale just above 1016

GeV.

Other arguments for SUSY
include: helps unification of
gravity since it controls the
vacuum energy and moderates
loop divergences, solves the
hierarchy problem, and naturally
leads to DM with Ω≈1.

SUPERSYMMETRY



Experiments are Underway for Detection of WIMPs

Primack, Seckel, & Sadoulet (1987)



and also AXIONs

The diagram at right
shows the layout of the

axion search experiment
now underway at the
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.

Axions would be detected
as extra photons in the

Microwave Cavity.



Joel Primack, Beam Line, Fall 2001





Ahmed et al. (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory) 2003, nucl-ex/0309004

Δm12
2 = 7x10-5 eV2 ⇒ m2 ≥ 8x10-3 eV



Joel Primack, Beam Line, Fall 2001

Hitoshi Murayama



Whatever Happened to Hot Dark Matter?
In ~1980, when purely baryonic adiabatic fluctuations were ruled out by the
improving upper limits on CMB anisotropies, theorists led by Zel’dovich turned to
what we now call the HDM scenario, with light neutrinos making up most of the
dark matter.  However, in this scheme the fluctuations on small scales are damped
by relativistic motion (“free streaming”) of the neutrinos until T becomes less than
mν, which occurs when the mass entering the horizon is about 1015 solar masses,
the supercluster mass scale.  Thus superclusters would form first, and galaxies later
by fragmentation.  This predicted a galaxy distribution much more inhomogeneous
than observed.

HDM          Observed Galaxy Distribution         CDM



Since 1984, the most successful structure formation scenarios have
been those in which most of the matter is CDM.  With the COBE CMB
data in 1992, two CDM variants appeared to be viable: ΛCDM with
Ωm≈0.3, and Ωm=1Cold+Hot DM with Ων≈0.2. A potential problem
with CHDM was that, like all Ωm=1 theories, it predicted rather late
structure formation.  A potential problem with ΛCDM was that the
correlation function of the dark matter was higher around 1 Mpc than
the power-law ξgg(r)= (r/r0)-1.8 observed for galaxies, so “scale-
dependent anti-biasing” was required (Klypin, Primack, & Holtzman
1996, Jenkins et al. 1998).  When better ΛCDM simulations could
resolve halos that could host galaxies, they were found to have the same
correlations as observed for galaxies.

By 1998, the evidence of early galaxy and cluster formation and the
increasing evidence that Ωm≈0.3 had doomed CHDM.  But now we also
know from neutrino oscillations that neutrinos have mass.  The upper
limit from cosmology is Ωνh2  < 0.002, corresponding to mν < 0.17 eV
(95% CL) for the most massive neutrino (Seljak et al. 2006).


